CS210
HW5
Due Monday, March 29
You Have Learned Much, Young Padawan

As you’ve seen, we can use classes to “tie together” a set of attributes into one named type. One useful
consequence of this arises in Data Analytics- we are often given datasets which have a set of attributes
(qualities about a thing). Each entity has values for each attribute. A dataset is a collection of entities,
given by assigning a value to each attribute.
Because I’m a huge nerd, I’m going to inflict upon you the “Star Wars Characters Dataset” which I got
from here: https://www.kaggle.com/jsphyg/star-wars
The dataset contains the following information about many (but by no means all) characters from the
Star Wars movies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name
Height (in cm)
Mass (in kg. In case you’re curious, Jabba the Hutt apparently weighs 1358 kg. I pity whoever
was holding that scale..)
Hair Color
Skin Color (or an approximation for aliens and droids)
Eye Color
Birth Year (referenced as “BBY” or “Before the Battle of Yavin” (the battle at the end of New
Hope where they blew up the Death Star)
Gender
Homeworld
Species

I have put a csv file containing the dataset on Blackboard. Your task is to write a class for a Star Wars
character (I named my class “SW_Character”, but you can call it anything reasonable) that contains data
members for each of the attributes listed above. The values of these attributes should probably all be
strings, because many of the attribute values in the dataset, even for numeric ones, are “NA”. The class
should have:
-

-

“Get” member functions for each of the 10 attributes (Notice we won’t have “Set” functions for
the attributes. We’ll use the “Read” function below)
A “Display” member function that outputs all of the information for a character in a nice format.
A “Read” member function that takes a string containing all of the information for a character
(different attributes are separated by commas) and sets the attributes gotten by parsing the
string.
A boolean “Is_Older” member function that takes another character as a parameter and:
o If both age values are not “NA”, returns true if the object calling the member function
has a larger numeric value before “BBY” and false otherwise.

o

-

If the object calling the member function is not “NA”, but the object in the parameter is,
returns true.
o Otherwise, returns false.
(In other words, a real age is always older than “NA”, and if both characters have “NA”
for age, we return false)
A boolean “Is_Taller” member function that works similarly, but uses the height attribute.

C++ has a function “stoi” that turns a string consisting of just digits (for example, the birth year that is
not “NA” that has the “BBY” stripped off of the end) and returns an integer. You may find that useful in
your calculations.
Your main program should do the following:
-

-

-

Create a vector of Character objects, initially empty.
Open and read the file containing the characters. Each line of the file is a new character. So for
each line of the file, you should:
o Create a new character object
o Set its value to the string read (using the “Read” member function)
o Add the character to the back of the vector.
Write a function “Print_All_Characters” that prints all of the characters in the vector (using the
“Display” member function)
Write a function “Print_Names” that prints just the names of all of the characters in the vector
(using the “Get_Name member function)
Write 3 sort functions (a simple O(N2) sort is fine, you can do whatever you want) that sorts by:
o Name (by comparing the name attribute with the < and > functions . This will tend to
sort by first name. That’s fine)
o Age (by comparing characters using the Is_Older function)
o Height (by comparing characters using the Is_Taller function)
After each sort, you should output the characters (using one of your print functions. You should
print at least one sorted list using each of your two functions)

There are a lot of steps to this program, but you should be able to do it if you work carefully. It may help
you to make a separate file with just some of the rows from the big file, for testing as you go.

